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Today's program

• 30-minute presentation followed by question and answer session
• Everyone is automatically muted
• Details on how to ask questions will be provided during Q&A
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The IJC commissioned this study, which
has several areas of focus
• Causes and impacts of past floods
• Floodplain best management practices
• Flood adaptation strategies
• Advance binational flood forecasting
• Potential flood management and mitigation measures
• Social and political perception to measures
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While most of the basin is in the US, most
2011 spring flood damage was in Canada
• Basin size
• 23,899 km2 (9,227 mi2)
• 84% in the United States
• 16% in Canada

• 2011 spring flood
• 4,000 homes damaged
• > 30 municipalities directly affected
• ≈ $82 million (USD) in damages
• 80% of impact in Canada
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Flooding is an ongoing issue in the basin

Vertical datum: NAVD88
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Study explores a range of flood mitigation solutions
to reduce flood levels and build resiliency

• Goal 1: Reduce high water levels and limit flooding impacts
•
•

Reduce river levels with structural solutions
Impede water inflows to the lake by enhancing wetlands or storing water

• Goal 2: Reduce flooding vulnerability and build flood resiliency
•
•
•

Enhance flood response capabilities
Improve floodplain management

Final recommendations will include results from all four areas of focus
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Study Board will consider seven criteria to
assess proposed mitigation measures

Criteria
• Included in the study’s scope and mandate
• Achievable/feasible
• Technically viable
• Economically viable
• Fair and equitable
• Environmentally acceptable
• Climate change resilience
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Human activity has affected water flow and
levels
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eel traps (1850)
Submerged dykes for old mills (1860)
Man-made islands, Iberville (1800)
Bridges and bridge piers
Chambly Canal widening, early 1970s
Homes built in the floodplain

Eel traps
Canal

Man-made
island

Old
submerged
dykes
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To reduce water levels, six possible structural
alternatives have been investigated

1. Dredge at Saint-Jean shoal to remove obsolete man-made structures
2. Divert water through the Chambly Canal during floods
3. Combine parts of 1 and 2
4. Install a fixed submerged weir 11 km (6.8 miles) upstream from SaintJean-sur-Richelieu
5. Install an inflatable weir at the same upstream location
6. Install an inflatable weir at Saint-Jean Shoal
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Possible structural alterations have potential to
decrease water levels in the river and lake

Flood relief at record high (2011)
Alternatives
at SJSR
1: Dredge shoal to remove obsolete structures

in Lake Champlain

9 cm

6 cm

2: Divert water through Chambly Canal

30 cm

15 cm

3: Parts of 1 and 2

23 cm

12 cm

4: Install fixed submerged weir upstream of SJSR

113 cm

40 cm (or more)

5: Install inflatable weir upstream of SJSR

113 cm

40 cm (or more)

6: Install inflatable weir at the SJSR shoal

44 cm

27 cm
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The Chambly Canal diversion is being
assessed in various ways
Preliminary assessment
• Potential flood relief in 2011
• at Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu ~30 cm (~1.0 ft)
• at Lake Champlain ~15 cm (~6 in)
• Potential cost: $63M to $77M

Exit

Further assessment
• No increased flooding downstream of Saint-Jean shoal
• No increase in water levels in Lake Champlain in non-flood years
• Long term flood forecasting
• Management plan of canal gate operation
• Evaluate social, economic and environmental benefits and drawbacks
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Entrance
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How diverting water through canal would decrease the
impact of a spring 2011-level flood in Saint-Jean-surRichelieu (QC)

2011 flood
Canal diversion
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How diverting water through Chambly Canal would decrease
the impact of a spring 2011-level flood in Chazy (NY) and
Burlington (VT)
Buildings
2011 flood
Canal diversion

Chazy, NY

2011 flood
Canal diversion
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Burlington, VT
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The impacts of mitigation measures will
be evaluated using the ISEE system
Integrated Social – Economic – Environmental

• ISEE includes:
• several spatio-temporal databases
• water level time series and Performance
Indicators simulated with computer models

• As water level peaks are reduced or
vulnerable properties protected by mitigation
measures, flood damages in affected grid
points change
• Impacts can be presented by sector and/or
regions (upstream, downstream) for a specific
event or over a time series
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Enhancing wetlands in upland locations is unlikely
to reduce Lake or Richelieu River flooding
Nonetheless:
• Existing wetlands are key in
natural regulation

- 10%

• Reduced spring 2011
maximum flood flow by 10%

• Critical to preserve existing
wetlands
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Improving flood prediction and emergency
preparedness capabilities
• Developing and will make recommendations to implement
operational, real-time forecasting and flood inundation
mapping system
• Surveyed the public regarding risks
• Analyzing hazard mitigation plans
• Researching early warning systems
• Planning workshop with emergency response coordinators
and modelers to ensure a proper needs response (delayed
due to COVID-19)
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Improving floodplain management

• Study will develop tools (e.g., numerical models, databases) to
determine different flood exposure scenarios and vulnerabilities
• Tools will help local stakeholders assess the best way to manage
floodplains
• Experts are suggesting floodplain best management practices
•
•
•
•

Flood risk maps
Better communication of flood risk
Management of floodplain occupancy
Development of flood insurance programs

• Study Board will review ideas and recommend the most promising
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Binational governance will be necessary on an
ongoing basis

• Governance cooperation is required to
1. Enhance coordinated binational flood forecast guidance
2. Operate the Chambly Canal diversion (if recommended)

• Institutional arrangements for this cooperation could take the form of
• An Interagency Technical Working Group comprising federal and provincial
agency representatives
• A Board established by International Joint Commission Orders of Approval
• A binational watershed compact or commission of Quebec, New York and
Vermont
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Social acceptability and political feasibility of flood
mitigation measures were assessed in the US

• More concerns expressed about tributary flooding than lakeshore flooding
• Political entities desire improved flood predication capabilities and
communications
• Public risk perceptions are correlated with flooding experience
• However, most households had taken no action to reduce risk even if high
flooding risk perceived
• TV, radio and word of mouth via neighbors are primary sources of flood hazard
information for residents
• Hazard Mitigation Plan analysis: lakeshore flooding not a concern at any level of
gov't; focus of plans is on maintenance of infrastructure (e.g., roads, bridges)
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Social acceptability and political feasibility of flood
mitigation measures were also assessed in Canada
The preferences of citizens for mitigation strategies vary
from municipality to municipality

What we have learned on political feasibility
•
•

•

Adaptation of your home and/or parcel of land
Reduce water levels in the Richelieu and Lake through dams

•

Floods are important, but other issues attract
attention (e.g., water quality, erosion)
Elected officials wait for more information on
costs, impacts and implementation implications
before making a decision
Solutions combining structural, upland storage,
floodplain management and forecasting are
preferred
Structural measures (e.g., dams) are not the
most popular measures

Reduce flow of Richelieu by promoting developing wetlands
Improve flood response plan (forecast and maps)
Modify/reinforce policies and regulations in flood zones
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Timeline to Study Completion
Wetlands
development report

2020
Oct

Chambly Canal
diversion report

Final report
presented to IJC

Draft final report

2021
Nov

Dec

Technical webinars

Jan

2022
Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Assessment of
emergency
response
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Aug

Sep

Oct

Mar

Assessment of
climate change
reseiliency
Assessment of
floodplain
management

Final public
meetings
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Technical webinars will be held later this fall to
describe research and outcomes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overview of Performance Indicators
Chambly Canal diversion
Use of wetlands and the temporary flooding of farmlands to reduce flooding
How the performance indicator for damages to residential buildings was developed
How the LCRR study is assessing Climate Change
Improvements in forecasting (includes information on actual flood forecasting systems)
Results of the risk perception surveys, vulnerability work and other social science studies
Floodplain management considerations
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All are welcome to participate in the question and
answer session with the following guidelines

•
•
•
•
•

Locate action bar at top or bottom of screen
Use chat
to type a question/comment or raise hand
to ask a question
Moderator will read questions from chat or call on people with hands raised
When called, you will be given 2 minutes to ask your question
A Study scientist and/or board member will provide a response
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We would like to learn your views, positions, concerns,
challenges, and possible solutions
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Thank you!

• Stay up to date with progress of
the LCRR Study at:
www.ijc.org/lcrr
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